INTRODUCTION
In the last 10 years a number of temporal logies has been proposed with the aim of modeling and specifying concurrent and distributed Systems {see e. g. Ben-Ari, Pnueli and Manna [2] , Clarke, Grumberg and Kurshan [4] , Kroger [15] , Manna and Wolper [18] , Nguyen, Demers, Gries and Owicki [20] ).
Using temporal logies seems to be quite natural if one wants to describe behaviors which are strictly time dependent. In particular, branching time logies are préférable when one needs to deal with alternative computation paths (see Ben-Ari, Pnueli and Manna [2] , Danelutto and Masini [6] , Emerson [8] , Emerson and Clarke [9] , Emerson and Halpern[ll] , Emerson and Lei [12] , Lamport [16] ).
Moreover, it has been observed that considering a System as a whole and the time expressed by the alternation of System global configurations is not very satisfactory when reasoning on distributed Systems (see Degano, De Nicola and Montanari [7] for an approach based on rewriting Systems, and Clarke, Long and McMillan [5] , Enjalbert and Michel [14] , Lodaya and Thiagarajan [17] for a temporal logic approach).
We can think of a distributed System as composed of a fînite set of interacting parts, where each part is partially independent from the others and the only dependences between parts are given by interactions. This concept of a distributed System naturally leads to considering each part as having a local time. As a conséquence of this point of view, we introducé a pure typed temporal logic (TTL) and, by using TTL, for any distributed System D, we develop a theory LTT D (Local Time Theory of D\ where each type is related to the time of a part of the considered distributed System. For each type a visibility function spécifies which informations are accessible to the correspondent part for its advancement. In LTT^ we define the concept of local state, which consists of the inner state of a part p plus portions of the inner states of the other parts which are visible by p. The theory LTT D has a set of local well formed formulas, called unitary local formulas, as axioms. Such axioms specify, for each local state, the set of possible next time local states (with respect to local times). In this way distributed Systems are formalized only by local properties (local axioms) that the single parts must enjoy, without any global assumption.
In order to prove global properties of the whole System D, we define another theory of TTL called LGTT^ (Local and Global Time Theory of D) that is a conservative extension of LTT D . The theory LGTT D has a new type related to the global time of the System. In a way similar to the one followed for LTT D5 
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
In this section we introducé a concept of distributed system inspired by Wedde's Interaction Systems (^^ [21] ). Our intuition is that a distributed system consists of a finite set of spatially distributed parts which may interact. There is no centralized control. Each part consists of a finite set of activity phases, and, at a certain time, a part may be in one and one only of its phases, called ouvrent phase. A part passes from one phase to another following an internai program, and compatibly with interactions with other parts. More precisely, a distributed system ( The synchronization relation considered hère corresponds to a synchronous "send/receive". Excluding arcs a-+a from behaviours of parts is due to the fact that we want that a change of phase corresponds to each arc of the graph.
We shall call & the class of Distributed Systems.
Example:
In the figure 1 we show a graphie représentation of a distributed System. Single pointed arrows give programs of parts. Undirected arcs between phases give the relation M, double undirected arcs between phases give the relation R. Mutual exclusions between phases of the same part are not shown. • As a distributed System is supposed to be without a centralized control, each part rnust have no knowledge of other parts but for what is needed for possible interactions.
We introducé now the concepts of visibility and décompositions. Given a System D, for each phase a of a part p of D the visibility function gives the •
In V D we shall omit the subscript D when the considered System is clear from the context.
For the system in figure 1 we have: V{f)-{p 2 , p^ P4.} as phase ƒ belongs to p 2 and is in a relation (M or R) with the parts p 3 and /? 4 , V(i)={p 3 } as phase i is in no relation with phases of other parts.
•
A décomposition of a System D with respect to a part p oî D gives a system consisting of p itself together with portions of other parts p' containing phases a such that p G V(a) plus "slack phases" *^, namely phases that stand for ail possible phases aep' such that p$ V(a f ). As we do not want that a part has knowledge of programs of the interacting parts, we assume that in the décomposition of D for p^p' the behaviours allow all the possible transitions between phases (but the ones from phases to themselves).
DÉFINITION {Décomposition):
For D = (A, P, B, M, R}e@, we call décomposition of D the function Dec^ : P -> 2 such that, for p e P, Dec D {p) -< A\ P\ B\ M', R! > with: figure 1 . Figure 2 shows the subsystem Dec (p^.
• Figure 2 1. We assume the knowledge of some branching time logic. For its simplicity we use the Unifïed system of Branching time (UB) described by Ben-Ari, Pnueli and Manna in [2] (see also Emerson and Sistla [13] ).
The language of UB contains the usual propositional connectives =>, A , v, -i, and temporal quantifiers AX, EX, AG, EG, AF, EF. The time is assumed to be discrete. If a is a formula of UB, we have the following informai meanings of temporal quantifiers: AXa stands for "a is true in each next time", EXÖL for "a is true in some next time", AG a for "a is true in each state of every possible future", EGOL for "a is true in each state of some possible future", AF a for "a is true in some state of every possible future", EFOL for "a is true in some state of some possible future".
Syntaxof TTL

Well formed formulas (wff)
Given TYP={f l9 ...,*"}, a set of types, PROP={a l5 . . ., a n }, a set of propositional symbols, "!, It is important to point out that t in the notation h cannot be omitted.
Actually, as we shall see in the next section, it will be possible to have two different types t' and t", an «-tuple x P= {*F tl , . . ., T t|i } of (consistent) mathematical axioms and a wff a (of type /' and type t") s.t.¥ha and *F£ot (possibly also *F h ~~| <x). [2] ).
Semantics of TTL
Note that it is possible to have JiVv* and M V ~l a for t / f (an example of
THEORIES OF TTL FOR DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS WITH LOCAL TIMES
In the following we are interested to use TTL to formalize distributed Systems. To this aim, for each distributed System De@ we add a (finite) set n of suitable mathematical axioms to the pure calculus TTL. We shall call LTT^ (Local Time Theory of D) the resulting theory, which represents the TTL formalization of the System D,
In order to obtain LTT^ we must first give the TTL syntax for the System D, namely we must give a spécifie set of types and propositional symbols plus a spécifie observation function.
Syntax of LTT D
Given D=(A, P, B, M, R)e@, the syntax of LTT D is the one given in 2.1 for TTL with a spécifie set of types TYP={t p :peP}, a set of propositional symbols PROP^
U T)ec(p).A, and an observation function
where V is the visibility function of 1.2.
• We can observe that to each part p of D we associate a type t p and consequently a set of well formed formulas wff t . Such formulas express properties of the subsystem Dec (p), namely properties which are local properties of the System D.
Example:
Let us consider the System D of example 1.1. To each part we associate a type, namely TYP = {t P1 , t p2 , t p3 , t P4 }. For each type reTYP we have a rule to build the set wff,; for example the following ones are wff of type t pi :
and y = as for each propositional symbol x in a, p, y we have that t pi eO L (x), The formula c Af^EXb is not a wff of type t pi because t pi $ O L (ƒ).
• The rest of this section is devoted to give a proof System to establish which of the wff f are theorems w.r.t. type /, L e. which of the local properties given by wff t are really enjoyed by the subsystem Dec(p). We start with giving a formalization of the concept of local configuration. 
., a ik }).
In order to completely formalize local configurations we state properties of local states.
Axioms of Existence and Maximality of local states
Given De9, for each teTYV let LS t ={S u . . ., S n } be the set of all the local states of type /. We assume the following existence axiom:
For each SeLS t and for each propositional symbol aewff, if a$S we assume the following maximality axiom:
With Max, we dénote the set of all the maximality axioms of type t. 
is not aULA, as condition 1-iv of définition 3.7 is not satisfied.
• 3.9. Example: The System in figure 4 shows a situation in which we have an axiom of the kind S^>EXS, namely ÛA^ EX a A6.
• Figure 4 3.10. DÉFINITION: We call Local Time Theory of a System Z>, or LTT D , the theory of TTL with the syntax given by 3.1 and, for each type teTYP, Ex,, Max, and ULA t as mathematical axioms. We call local theorems the theorems ofLTT D .
We have seen that, for a System D and each type t p9 the set wff, corresponds to the set of temporal formulas relative to the subsystem Dec(/?); this means that the well formed formulas of type t p do not refer to a global concept of time but to a local one, Le. to the time of the subsystem Dec(/?). Therefore, we have a way to deal with local times, and this justifies the choice of the name LTT D for the theory. (ii) S^S', then Jf^, S" h -i S and therefore Jf^, S" h -i (S A a).
Remark {On completeness of LTT^)
• From this theorem we have immediately the following corollary. 3 ).
By showing that theorem proving is reducible to model checking we have given an alternative décision procedure for LTT^, which, moreover, is in -time. Using corollary 3.16 we have:
From the previous facts we obtain ^D 1= AG AF {a Ad) and therefore by corollary
LTT D h AGAF(aAd). Now we can observe that 'PI
J^D N -ï AGAF(aAd) (or equivalently ^D N EFEG-\ (a Ad)),
i. e.
h -i AG AF(a A d), that is we have exhibited a wff a = ^4G AF(a A d)
such that a is a local theorem w.r.t type t Pl and its negated nais a local theorem w.r.t. type t pr • 
Example {About the meaning of relations R and M):
Le. 3# ? D taAa'=>AX(-ia = -i a') h and, by corollary 3.16, L,TT D \-aAa'=>AX^\ a = -\ a', that is our thesis.
The proofs of 1 (ii) and 1 (iii) are analogous. To prove 2(i) it is suffîcient to observe that there is no local state S of type t p such that a, a' e S, i. e. for each world S, 2tf,SN -i (aACL\ and therefore #e t MGn(aAa'). The proof tP p tp of 2 (ii) is analogous to the proof of 2 (i).
• Note that our formalization does not depend on any assumption on real time, including an assumption of existence of clocks. Our idea is that the time flow of each subsystem D' is given by the exécution of phase transitions in the parts of D\ If D' is in the current local configuration C, every parallel exécution of a nonempty set of possible phase transitions of D' with respect to C gives a next time local configuration. In other words, the time flow for the subsystem D' is given by the changes of its local configurations. Such a point of view agrées with the rules given to obtain the set of local axioms of the kind S^>EXS' with S^S'. A problem arises from the fact that we admit the existence of axioms of the kind S^>EXS, Le. we admit that there may be no change in the current local state but the time runs. In order to clarify this point we state the following proposition. Therefore, we may conclude that the time flow of a subsystem of a distributed system is given by the observable changes in its local configurations; moreover, if no changes are possible from a given local configuration C, then it is assumed that time runs whereas the subsystem is blocked in C.
THEORIES OF TTL FOR DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS WITH LOCAL AND GLOBAL TIMES
Consider the system D in figure 7 and assume that a is the current phase of part p x . It is easy to see that there is only one global configuration containing phase a, namely { a, c, ƒ, h} that is a deadlock global configuration, L e. the system may only remain forever in it. As a conséquence we have that the following assertion is true: if part p x is in the current phase a then p x will remain in a forever (Le. a is a deadlock phase forp x ). On the other hand, we have LTT^ h aziEF^ a, namely w.r.t. LTT D a is not a deadlock phase for p x . This is due to the fact that our formalization exploits only partial (local) knowledge of the System. Now one may ask whether it is possible to compose the local theorems of LTT^ in order to establish that, globally, phase a is a deadlock phase for part p x , The gênerai question is: "given Z)e §, is it possible to extend LTT^ in order to formalize the local behavior as well as the global one, and moreover to obtain the global behavior by composition of the local ones?". This section is devoted to give a positive answer to the question. As a resuit, for a System D we shall have a new theory called LGTT D (Local and Global Time Theory of D) which is a conservative extension of LTT^, namely which contains LTT D plus a set of inference rules to compose local theorems in order to obtain global ones.
Before introducing LGTT D we want to make clear our idea of the time flow for an entire System. As each subsystem is itself a distributed System, we simply extend our point of view of time flow for subsystems to the whole System, namely we assume that the (global) time flow of a System is given by the observable changes in its global configurations. If no changes are possible from a given global configuration C the (global) time runs indefinitely whereas the System is blocked in C.
In the rest of this section we assume that the considered System D is a quintuple < A, P, B, M, R >.
Syntax of LGTTÎ
t is the syntax given in 2.1 for TTL with the following spécifie set of types: 
Axioms of existence and maximality of global states
For D e 9 let GS= { Z ls . . ., S"} be the set of all global states.
We have the following existence axioms'.
For each Ze GS and for each propositional symbol <zewff G , if ÛE£E we assume the following maximality axiom:
With Max G we dénote the set of all the maximality axioms of type G.
• In section 3, for each distributed system D we have introduced a set of formulas called Unitary Local Formulas; a particular subset of them has been taken as proper axioms of the theory LTT D . We have shown that these local axioms are a sufficient base to formalize distributed Systems from a local point of view. The question is whether there is a global correspondent of unitary local axioms, i. e, a set of global formulas that may be chosen as an adequate base for the global formalization of distributed Systems. In [6] Danelutto and Masini show how to build such a set of global formulas but in a framework without any assumption of local times. Now the question is whether such formulas may be obtained by composition of local formulas. In a logical formai System a basic mechanism to compose formulas to obtain other formulas is that of inference rules. In our spécifie case we have to introducé some multityped inference rules (i. e, inference rules over formulas of différents types) of the kind:
LGTT I) hp 1 
...LGTT D hp r
LGTT D h a G where the (3 i5 . . ., p n are local formulas. The intended meaning of such an inference rule is that the global formula a is obtained by composition of the local formulas P l5 . . ., |3 n . We will show that, for our aims, it is sufficient to restrict the multityped inference rules to unitary formulas. • Let us discuss the meaning of the type différence function; let us take two global states S = Z A Y, Z' = Z' A Y, where aeZ and deZ' implies that a^a'; the extremal cases are given by Z=Z' = 0, (i.e. £ = £'), and 7=0, {i.e. ail the atomic formulas in Z are different from the atomic formulas in S'). Note that Z and Z' must have the same number of atomic formulas. Let us consider an atomic formula aeZ, by définition of global state in Z' there is another atomic formula a' s. t. a, a' belong to the same part p. In such a case we assert that the type t p belong to A (S, E') as part p is interested into the différence between Z and Z'. Now let us consider an atomic formula be Y, s. t. b belongs to part q; in such a case we have that part q is not directly interested into the différence between Z and Z' (b belongs to both Z and Z').
We would expect that type t q does not belong to A (E, S'), but, also in this case, we admit that type t q belongs to A (E, E') if there is at least an atomic formula c in Z or Z' s.t. t q e0 LG (c), i.e. in the case that part q is indirectly interested into the différence between Z and Z'. Note that if E = S', i.e. Z=Z' = 0 9 we have that A (E, E') = 0 as there is no différence between E and E'.
The following example shows the construction of A in a concrete case.
4.7.
Example: Let us suppose we have the system in figure 8.
Let 2, = aACAg/\mAq and E' = Z> Ad A h Am Aq be two global states; by applying the previous définition we have A (E, E') = {t pi , t P2 , t P3 > t P4 }; E and E' have a subformula in common, L e. Y=mA q, and two subformulas which are different, i.e. Z-ctACAg in E and IL' = b Ad Ah in E'. With respect to the subformulas Z and Z' we have:
By définition we have also that type t PA belongs to A (E, Z') even though part pi remains in the same phase m w.r.t. the global states E and E'. This happens because t P4 e O LG (g) U O LG (h), i. e. part p 4 is indirectly interested in the différence between Z and Z'. On the other hand type t ps does not belong to A (E, E') as part p 5 cannot observe any phase in the subformulas Z and Z'. •
We give now the inference rules to compose local behaviours.
Inference rules
Given De@, let S and S' be two global states with S^X'; the following are inference rules of the theory LGTT^:
Rule XG1: LGTT^hS^EZ E', with E^E'. The idea is that to prove such global G theorems we have to check for local theorems w.r.t. the set of types in À (E, X'). Such an approach is coherent with our idea that time flow is modelled by the observable changes in global configurations. The problem is to understand why we can limit ourselves to checking local theorems with types in the set A (S, S'). Let us take as an example the System in figure 10 .
Let us suppose that we want to prove that T,=>EX S' is a global theorem with E = a A c A ƒ A h and E' = b A d A ƒ A h. In this case With giving the inference rules we have completed the définition of the formai System LGTT D . Let us now prove consistency and completeness of such rules. The first theorem we prove is about consistency.
We can now prove that rules XG\, XG2, NXGl and NXG2 offer a complete base to décide about provability of each global formula (obviously expressible in UB). We proceed in a way strongly similar to the one folio wed for the théories LTT O . First of ail we show that it is possible to associate to each theory LGTT^ a finite Kripke model. Such a model will be a pair Proof: The proof for the local fragment of LGTT Ö is the same given for theorem 3.13. Let us now examine the global fragment. The proof related to the axioms Ex G and Max G is analogous to the one given in 3.13 for the corresponding local axioms; we have only to examine the inference rule XGl, XG2, NXGl and NXG2 and prove that these rules preserve truth in the syntactic interprétation 3tf$. LGTT Ö h E =>EX S => J^ + t = S iD £X Z (by mie XGÏ). LGTT D hSDn£Ii: => jf + h 
It holds that (3 t p e A (S, E') (LGTT fl h n, [L]=-. £ZTI [E'])) [
Consistency of
LGTT D follows immediately.
COROLLARY: For each De@ the theory
LGTTjp is consistent.
We can also show that J^^ is the most gênerai model of LGTT D . LGTT^ FS^a.
• G By the proposition we have proved that our compositional approach is good.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that temporal logies are adequate to describe distributed Systems on condition that a suitable typization of formulas is introduced. Actually, a distributed System can be formalized by means of typed formulas describing local properties. Global properties of the System can be obtained by using inference rules which relate local and global formulas. On the case of the work that has been done a spécification and vérification methodology could be developed. Stepwise définition of distributed Systems and System reconfiguration (/. e. adding and deleting parts) could actually be done by changing only local axioms and redemonstrating local properties of parts involved in the change.
(ii), . . ., (iv) of définition A3. We have:
(ii) let us suppose (w, Q)eC t and (w, w')eN t and let us take Q' = Q W , ; in order to prove that (Q, Q')eNH t let us suppose (Q, Q!)$NH V this implies that Q=>EX£l f is not a theorem w.r. t. type / and therefore Q=3-i EXQ' is a theorem w.r. t. type t; now, as whQ, we have that for each w' (w, w')eN t implies that w' N-i Q', that is a contradiction; moreover (w\ Q')eC f by our définition of C t \ (iii) let us suppose (w, Q)eC f and (Q, Q')eNH t ; by définition of syntactic model we have that Q^EXÜ! is a theorem w.r. t. type t and therefore w \=£l^EXQ'; as w N O there exists a world w' s.t. (w, w')eN t and w' N Q' z. e. Proof: With respect to the type t let Jt t = < W t9 N t9 P t ) and Jf ( = < /f5 f> ^A^t s /fP f > be the component of ^T and ^ respectively. Let us suppose that Jf £ N a; we want to prove that J?\=a; to do this let us prove that for a generic weW t we have Ji, wl=a. Let we W t ; using the zigzag connection C t defined in proposition A6, we have that (w, Q w ) e C t (where Q w e WH t ) and, by proposition A5, we have that for each wff t p Ji.wV p<>^, Q w N p. Now, by the hypothesis that Jt?£ N a, we have that Jf S, Q w ta and therefore I
